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Abstract
All the specialists are agreed that the possibility of adding to
multimedia objects some sort of "conceptual" annotation
describing their information content under a form suitable
for computer processing would contribute greatly to solve
the problem of their "intelligent" indexing and retrieval. The
existing projects in this domain, like Information Manifold,
UNTANGLE or MIHMA, propose to build up the
conceptual annotation (or "generalised bookmark") 
making use of very complex conceptual languages, like
some sort of description logics. The major drawback of this
approach concerns the difficulty of associating "by hand" a
(syntactically very complex) generalised bookmark in the
description logics style to WWW objects pertaining to a
multimedia universe sufficiently large. To alleviate this
problem, we propose -- in the context of a newly started
project which concerns the establishment of detailed
blueprints (and of a prototype) of a full object-oriented,
WWW Distance Learning Environment -- to associate with
the WWW objects not the final conceptual annotation, but a
simple natural language (NL) caption in the form of short
texts representing a general, neutral description of the
informational content of the object. To accelerate this sort of
operation, it could also be possible to make use of dictation
systems like Dragon Dictate or IBM VoiceType. The NL
caption should then be converted into a conceptual
annotation in NKRL (Narrative Knowledge Representation
Language), making use of an automatic "translation" system
like those we have recently implemented in the context of
projects partially financed by the European Union.

The general framework of WebLearning

The architecture of the WebLearning environment is
structured around three main building blocks.

The central kernel of WebLearning consists of a
multimedia object-oriented data management system,
characterised by the notions of objects, object
encapsulation, classes, and inheritance (Bertino & Martino
1993). Its basic functions concern a) storing and 
retrieving the multimedia elements to be used for the
assembling of the learning material, and c) routing this
material to the users. The multimedia elements are

essentially texts, images, video, audio and formatted data.
To facilitate their retrieval, they will be annotated using
"conceptual annotations", see the next Section. The kernel
must also be able to manage compound multimedia objects,
i.e., structured sets of elements pertaining to different
media. Compound objects may be "static" or "dynamic".
Static compounds are created by linking together they
constituent elements with predetermined conceptual links,
like those used in the hypertextual systems. Dynamic
compounds are created when necessary, and they are
structured according to a temporal dimension. The kernel
concerns also the management of a repository of distance
learning material available on the server (LR, Learning
Repository), realised as a collection of WWW pages
allowing a free access to this material.

The second building block consists in a sub-environment
specifically dedicated to the "authoring" activities which
will allow the creation of the learning material -- i.e.,
substantially, the creation, organisation and feeding of the
Learning Repository. Three main components must be
realised here. The first is a specialised WWW browser
allowing the retrieval on Internet of the information and
data to be used for the assembling of the distance learning
material -- in a first phase, it can be simply a specialisation
of the existing WWW search engines, like Lycos and
Yahoo. The second component will consist in the
specialised editor allowing the definition of the static and
dynamic compound objects. The third will consist in a set
of tools to allow the production of the final, conceptual
annotation of the chosen (simple and compound)
multimedia elements, see again the next Section.

The last building block is a sub-environment supplying
the student with the tools which are needed to execute an
"intelligent" retrieval of the learning material and to allow
its optimal utilisation. In particular, the use of this material
must be personalised and, possibly, assisted through the
recourse to exercises or tests. In this context, the main
problem is, obviously, that of the correct retrieval of the
annotated material ; a more specific problem concerns the
development of efficient tools to manage a cache memory
devoted to the storage of multimedia data and compound
objects, and which must be inserted in the client-node to
which the user will be connected.
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The annotation problem

In the context of any project concerning the retrieval of
WWW objects, a central problem concerns how to built up
a powerful and flexible indexing framework.

In the WebLearning project, we have chosen to make use
of some sort of generalised "access by content" -- in
opposition to the physically-based techniques that consist
in retrieving data on the basis of some "external"
characteristics of the supports, such as, for the images and
the videos, colour, shape, texture, motion patterns, scene
breaks, pauses in the audio, camera pans and zooms, etc.
As well known, an "authentic" access by content is
particularly difficult to envisage for non-textual material
(images, video, audio). For example, some very
encouraging experiments exist that allow to automatically
analyse, to a certain extent, the external characteristics
mentioned before, see, e.g., (MacNeil 1991), (Mills,
Cohen, & Wong 1992), (Zhang, Kankanhalli, & Smoliar
1993). However, for the time being, this information alone
is not sufficient to allow the creation of a detailed
representation of the semantic content of non-textual
documents, that could be able to support their content-
based retrieval and routing.

In the past, indexing (and therefore access) by content
has been often realised by using keywords. The limitations
of this approach are well known. They range from the
discrepancies in the choice of the keyword between those
who build up the indexes and the real users, to the fact that
keywords cannot describe the complex temporal structure
of video and audio information, to the problems, finally,
concerning order, like the impossibility of distinguishing,
in a pure keyword approach, between the two situations,
concerning the first "an old man biting a dog" and the
second "an old dog biting a man". Consequently, several
researchers have recently proposed to make use of some
sort of structured, "conceptual" annotation describing in
some depth the information content of the WWW objects
to retrieve, see projects like UNTANGLE (Welty 1994),
MIHMA (Hoppe et al. 1996) or Information Manifold, 
(Kirk 1996). These three projects realise the conceptual
annotations (or "generalised bookmarks") making use 
description logics languages, see (Brachman et al. 1991).
Such generalised bookmarks are then inserted in a
knowledge base that the user can consult by employing
advanced retrieval and inference techniques -- instead of
consulting a simple, unstructured list of pure bookmarks.

In our opinion such approach has, however, a major
drawback. Even if a solution in the UNTANGLE’s style is
adopted -- i.e., that of searching first for interesting WWW
pages and other on-line information using the "traditional"
tools (search engines etc.) and then, when such information
is discovered, producing the corresponding conceptual
annotations -- there is still the difficulty of creating "by
hand" a (syntactically very complex) generalised bookmark
in the description logic style for WWW objects pertaining
to a multimedia universe sufficiently large. To alleviate this

problem, we propose to explore in WebLeaming a Natural
Language (NL) approach that we consider as sufficient
general, and not suitable only for our distance learning
context. We suggest then to associate with the original
WWN¢ objects or with those selected after retrieval through
the search engines, not the final conceptual annotation, but
a simple NL caption in the form of a short text representing
a general, neutral description of the content of the
document. To accelerate this sort of operation, it could also
be possible to make use of dictation systems like Dragon
Dictate or IBM VoiceType. Before we definitely link the
objects with (in our case, see the previous Section) the
Learning Repository, the captions should be converted into
a conceptual annotations : we propose to represent them in
NKRL (Narrative Knowledge Representation Language)
terms, thanks to the automatic "translation" tools from NL
to NKRL that have been recently implemented in the
context of two European projects : NOMOS, Esprit P5330,
and COBALT, LRE P61011.

NKRL has been extensively described in the literature,
see, e.g., (Zarri 1992), (Zarri 1994), (Zarri 1995). It 
high-level knowledge representation language endowed
with particular features which make it well suitable for
representing descriptive meanings. We can mention here
the presence, besides the traditional "hierarchy (ontology)
of concepts", of an "ontology of events" (a hierarchical
organisation of templates representing the formal
description of general classes of real-world events, like
"moving a physical object" or "having a particular attitude
towards someone"), or the possibility of describing the
temporal characteristics of the specific events (these last
are represented as instances of the NKRL templates).
Moreover, NKRL allows for the representation of implicit
and explicit enunciative situations, of wishes, desires, and
intentions, of plural situations, of causality, and of complex
second order, intertwined constructions. In addition to the
tools allowing for the translation of original NL documents
into their proper NKRL representation, the NKRL
technology includes also a set of tools for executing an
"intelligent" exploitation of the conceptual representation.
These allow, inter alia, the retrieval -- by the automatic,
semantic transformation of an user query that failed -- of
information which is conceptually (but not formally)
equivalent to the information originally searched for.

To give only a simple example, Figure 1 reproduces the
NKRL representation of a (fragment of) NL caption like
"Three girls are lying on the beach" that could be
associated with a WWW image.

cl) EXIST SUBJ

MODAL

[ girl_l
InstanceOf : girl_
HasMember : 3 ]

(SPECIF girl_l (SPECIF
card inal ity_ 3)) (beach_)

lying__position

Figure I - NKRL representation of an NL caption.
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The caption is represented according to the rules for
encoding "plural situations" in NKRL, see, e.g., (Zarri
1995). Therefore, an "occurrence" el, instance of a basic
NKRL template, brings along the main characteristics of
the event to be represented. The non-empty HasMember
slot in the "individual" girl_l, instance of an NKRL
"concept" (girl_), makes it clear in turn that this individual
is referring to several instances of girl_. Please note that
the italic type style is systematically used to represent a
concept_, while the roman style represents an individuaL.
A "location attribute" (a list) is associated with the
argument (role filler) of the SUBJ(ect) role in cl 
using the colon code, ":". lying__position (the predicate
argument introduced by MODAL(ity)) and beach are both
represented as generic concepts giving that no details are
given about their possible, peculiar characteristics. The
"attributive operator", SPECIF(ication), which appears 
c l, is one of the NKRL operators used to build up
"structured arguments" (expansions) of the NKRL
conceptual predicates (EXIST in this case) ; SPECIF 
used to represent some of the properties which can be
asserted about the first element of an expansion list.

Conclusion

We can make here two additional remarks.
¯ The first is the acknowledgement that the idea of
indexing and exploring a base of documents by associating,
in a first step, some NL comments to these documents is
certainly not a new one -- see e.g., in a specific WWW
context, the recent (Basili & Pazienza 1996). However, the
bulk of the existing experiments in this direction seem to
fluctuate between very simple, low-level rule-based
techniques making use of elementary semantic categories
like those included in WordNet (Miller 1990) (a_kind_of,
substance_of, part_of and member_of for nouns, entails
and causes_ for verbs, satellite of and pertains_to for
adjectives), see (Chakravarthy 1994), and the inference-
intensive applications of the extremely complex machinery
of CYC proposed by Lenat and his colleagues, see (Guha
& Lenat 1994). The NKRL approach, see again the NKRL
literature, seem to represent an acceptable compromise
between these two extreme positions.
¯ The second consists in noticing that an obvious
drawback of any NL approach to automatic indexing
concerns the theoretical impossibility, given the actual
"state of the art" of the NLP technology, of systematically
obtaining the "correct", automatic (conceptual) translation
of an NL text, even of a very short one. This situation can,
however, be pragmatically improved thanks to the use, in a
separate or co-operative way, of several well-known
techniques : allowing the inclusion, in the knowledge
repository, of conceptual description of WWW objects
which can be incomplete and even (partially) erroneous,
making use of techniques of computer-assisted translation,

using some form of "controlled natural language" in order
to induce an important simplification of the "translation"
operations, see (Proceedings 1996), etc,

A further subject of investigation -- which, in the
WebLearning project, represents only a subsidiary
direction of research -- consists in the idea of coupling
NKRL, for conceptual annotation purposes, with an iconic
visual language in the Media Stream style (Davis 1993).
This should allow, for the non-textual documents, the use
of conceptual descriptions of these documents (i.e.,
temporally-stamped NKRL templates) where the
"ordinary" NKRL concepts will be mixed with the Media
Stream iconic primitives. These last are grouped into
general classes like "character actions", "object actions",
"characters", "time", "space", "cinematography",
"recording medium", "transitions" : some of these Media
Stream classes .already exist in the NKRL hierarchical
classification of concepts, and the integration of the
residual ones in the NKRL concept hierarchy should not
constitute a too difficult endeavour.
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